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Holliday junctions are important structural intermediates in recom-
bination, viral integration, and DNA repair. We present here the
single-crystal structure of the inverted repeat sequence d(CCGG-
TACCGG) as a Holliday junction at the nominal resolution of 2.1 Å.
Unlike the previous crystal structures, this DNA junction has B-DNA
arms with all standard Watson–Crick base pairs; it therefore rep-
resents the intermediate proposed by Holliday as being involved in
homologous recombination. The junction is in the stacked-X con-
formation, with two interconnected duplexes formed by coaxially
stacked arms, and is crossed at an angle of 41.4° as a right-handed
X. A sequence comparison with previous B-DNA and junction
crystal structures shows that an ACC trinucleotide forms the core
of a stable junction in this system. The 3*-CzG base pair of this ACC
core forms direct and water-mediated hydrogen bonds to the
phosphates at the crossover strands. Interactions within this core
define the conformation of the Holliday junction, including the
angle relating the stacked duplexes and how the base pairs are
stacked in the stable form of the junction.
DNA structure u recombination
When genetic information is exchanged, e.g., during recom-bination between homologous regions of chromosomes or
integration of viral DNA into host genomes, the DNA double
helix is disrupted. Holliday proposed that the intermediate
formed during homologous recombination is a four-way junction
(Fig. 1) (1). Similar junctions form in cruciform DNAs extruded
from inverted repeat sequences. Recently, the crystal structures
of junctions in a DNA–RNA complex (2) and in the sequence
d(CCGGGACCGG) (3) have been reported. In the first struc-
ture, the DNAyRNA arms are in the A-conformation, whereas
in the latter, two GzA mismatched base pairs sit adjacent to the
crossover between the duplexes. Here, we present the structure
of a Holliday junction in a true inverted repeat DNA sequence
d(CCGGTACCGG) in which all of the nucleotides are in B-type
helices with Watson–Crick base pairs.
Studies on synthetic four-stranded complexes and DNA cru-
ciforms show that four-way junctions can adopt either an open
extended-X or the more compact stacked-X conformations (for
a recent review, see ref. 4). In the presence of monovalent
cations, the four arms of the junction are extended into a square
planar geometry (Fig. 1) to minimize electrostatic repulsion
between phosphates. Divalent cations and polyvalent polyamines
help shield the phosphate charges (5), allowing the junction to
adopt a more compact structure with pairs of arms coaxially
stacked as duplexes (Fig. 1) and the duplexes related by ;60°
(6–9). A 63° angle is estimated from atomic force microscopy
studies on arrays of such junctions (10). During recombination,
four-way junctions are resolved by enzymes to complete the
process of strand exchange between duplexes. The junctions seen
in cocrystals with the resolving enzymes RuvA (11, 12) and Cre
(13) are in the extended-X form, whereas T4 endonuclease VII
(14, 15) and T7 endonuclease I (16, 17) seem to maintain the
relationship of the stacked-X arms.
Despite repeated efforts over the years to crystallize a four-way
DNA junction, the recent crystal structures have all been seren-
dipitous. The RNAyDNA junction resulting from studies on an
RNA-cleaving DNA motif, or DNAzyme, complexed with its RNA
substrate (2) have arms that adopt an A-RNA conformation. The
sequence d(CCGGGACCGG) designed to study tandem GzA
mismatched base pairs in B-DNA also crystallized as a junction (3);
however, the structure around the junction is perturbed by the
mismatches. Thus we are left asking what is the structure of a
Holliday junction with B-DNA arms and standard base pairs.
We had designed the sequence d(CCGGTACCGG) to study
the d(TA) dinucleotide in B-DNA that is a target for the
photochemotherapeutic drug psoralen. Surprisingly, four
strands of this DNA assembled to crystallize as a four-way
junction with all Watson–Crick base pairs. We can thus examine
the detailed structure and define the nucleotides and intramo-
lecular interactions that help to stabilize the Holliday junction.
Materials and Methods
Crystallization and X-Ray Data Collection. DNA sequences were
synthesized on an Applied Biosystems DNA synthesizer and
Data deposition: The atomic coordinates have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank,
www.rcsb.org {PDB ID codes 1DCW [d(CCGGTACCGG)] and 1DCV [d(CCGCTAGCGG)]}.
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Fig. 1. Conformations of four-way junctions. (Left) Association of DNA
strands A (blue), B (green), C (red), and D (yellow) to form a junction (Upper)
with four duplex arms extended in a square planar geometry (extended-X
form, Lower). (Right) These same strands (Upper) associated to form the
stacked-X structure of the junction, with pairs of arms coaxially stacked as
double helices related by 2-fold symmetry (Lower).
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Fig. 2. The Holliday junction structure of d(CCGGTACCGG). (A) Four strands of the sequence assemble into the stacked-X conformation of a four-way junction.
The strands are numbered 1 to 10 from the 59 to the 39 termini. (B) View along the Holliday junction. Two duplexes, formed by stacking arms D-A over A-B and
C-D over B-C, are related by a right-handed twist of 41.4°. (C) Stereoview down the 2-fold axis of the junction. The B and D strands pass from one set of stacked
duplexes to the neighboring duplexes.
Table 1. Data collection and refinement statistics
d(CCGGTACCGG) d(CCGCTAGCGG)
Data collection
Resolution range, Å 30.16–2.10 33.81–2.49
Measured (unique) reflections 18370 (6322) 7532 (2009)
Completeness, %* 97.4 (96.7) 98.2 (91.6)
Rmerge, %*† 4.5 (21.8) 5.2 (41.8)
^Iys1&* 10.6 (2.7) 12.8 (3.1)
Refinement
Resolution range, Å 8–2.10 10–2.50
No. of reflections (F/sF cutoff) 5723 (3.0) 1943 (2.0)
Completeness* 88.9 (68.0) 98.6 (95.4)
Rcryst (Rfree)‡ 23.0 (31.8) 20.7 (31.7)
DNA atoms (solvent molecules) 808 (92) 404 (23)
Average B-factors, Å2
DNA atoms (water atoms) 32.2 (44.6) 55.4 (63.3)
rms deviation from ideality
Bond lengths, Å (Bond angles, °) 0.017 (1.90) 0.005 (1.00)
*Values in parentheses refer to the highest resolution shell.
†Rmerge (I) 5 ShklSiuIhkl, i 2 ^I&hkluyShklSiuIhkl, iu where Ihkl is the intensity of a reflection and ^I&hkl is the average of all
observations of this reflection and its symmetry equivalents.
‡Rcryst 5 ShkluFobs 2 kFcalcuyShkluFobsu. Rfree 5 Rcryst for 10% of reflections that were not used in refinement (19). The
minimum converged values of Rfree are reported.
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purified by reverse-phase HPLC. Very thin diamond-shaped
crystals of the sequence d(CCGGTACCGG) (dimensions of
300 3 100 3 20 mm3) were grown at room temperature from
solutions containing 0.25 mM DNA, 75 mM sodium cacodylate
buffer (pH 7), 15 mM CaCl2, 2.5% 2-methyl-2,4-pentanediol
(MPD) and equilibrated against 30% volyvol MPD. X-ray
diffraction data were collected at liquid nitrogen temperatures
by using beamline 5.0.2 (l 5 1.1 Å) at the Advanced Light Source
in Berkeley, CA. The crystal is in the monoclinic C2 space group,
with unit cell dimensions a 5 66.5 Å, b 5 23.5 Å, c 5 76.9 Å, and
b 5 114.8°. Diffraction images were processed and reflections
merged and scaled by using DENZO and SCALEPACK from the HKL
package (18). The data were limited to a nominal resolution of
2.1 Å according to ,Iys., completeness, and Rmerge statistics
(Table 1).
Similar crystals of the sequence d(CCGCTAGCGG), with di-
mensions of 400 3 200 3 60 mm3, were grown at 4°C from solutions
containing 0.5 mM DNA, 20 mM sodium cacodylate buffer (pH 7),
50 mM CaCl2, 10% polyethylene glycol (PEG) 200 and equilibrated
against 30% volyvol PEG 200. Data from these crystals were
collected at 4°C by using Cu-Ka radiation from a Rigaku (Tokyo)
RU H3R rotating anode generator and an R-AXIS IV image plate
detector, with images processed and reflections merged and scaled
by using D*TREK from Molecular Structure Corp. (The Woodlands,
TX) (20). This crystal is also C2, with unit cell dimensions a 5
64.1 Å, b 5 25.9 Å, c 5 39.9 Å, and b 5 122.0°.
Structure of d(CCGGTACCGG). This structure was solved by molec-
ular replacement. The native Patterson map showed that two
B-type double helices (helical rise 5 3.4 Å) were in the asym-
metric unit (asu) with the helix axes aligned in the xy-plane. Thus,
two structures of this sequence as B-DNA were used as the
search models in EPMR (21), resulting in correlations of 60%
and R-factors of 53% for the two molecules in the asu. The
models were refined by using X-PLOR 3.851 (22). We observed
anisotropic diffraction from these very thin crystals; therefore,
anisotropic B-factor scaling was applied to properly weigh the
calculated (Fc) to the observed structure factors (Fo) during
refinement. The resulting 2Fo 2 Fc, Fo 2 Fc and annealed omit
maps showed clean breaks in the electron density between A6
and C7 in each duplex and connectivity across adjacent duplexes.
The models were therefore rebuilt with the crossovers of a
four-way junction. Minimal noncrystallographic symmetry re-
straints were subsequently applied between the two crosslinked
duplexes. The final values of Rcryst and Rfree converged to 23.0%
and 31.8%, respectively (Table 1). These values increase to
Fig. 3. Stereoview of electron density maps from the d(CCGGTACCGG) and d(CCGCTAGCGG) structures. The atoms are colored as green carbons, red oxygens,
blue nitrogens, and yellow phosphoruses. (A) Fo 2 Fc annealed omit map of d(CCGGTACCGG) centered at nucleotides T5 to C8 of strands B and D. The map
(contoured at 1.5s) was calculated with atoms of the phosphoribose backbone of A6 and C7 omitted (but included in the figure for clarity), and the remainder
of the DNA subjected to simulated annealing to eliminate model bias. This is indistinguishable from the analogous omit map calculated with a refined
noncrossed-over model. (B) 2Fo 2 Fc electron density map calculated from the refined model of d(CCGGTACCGG) as a Holliday junction (contoured at 1.0s). (C)
2Fo 2 Fc electron density map of the refined d(CCGCTAGCGG) model as double-stranded DNA. The map is centered at nucleotides T5, A6, and C7, showing the
continuity of the trace at the 1.0s level of each strand.
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23.9% and 32.7% when the structure is refined as two non-
crossed-over B-DNAs.
Structure Solution of d(CCGCTAGCGG). The structure of d(C-
CGCTAGCGG) was also solved by molecular replacement. The
solution from EPMR (21) was refined by using X-PLOR 3.851 (22),
again with anisotropic B-factor scaling applied to Fc during all
steps. Rcryst converged to 20.7% and Rfree to 31.7%.
The coordinates and structure factors of d(CCGGTACCGG)
and d(CCGCTAGCGG) have been deposited in the Protein
Data Bank under accession nos. 1DCW and 1DCV, respectively.
Results
The sequence d(CCGGTACCGG) was observed to crystallize as
a four-stranded Holliday junction (Fig. 2) even though it was
originally designed to study d(TzA) base pairs in B-DNA. Despite
attempts to solve the structure as B-DNA double helices, the
electron density maps indicated that the duplexes were con-
nected by the crossed-over strands of a junction. The electron
density was consistently observed at all resolution limits to be
discontinuous between nucleotides A6 and C7 in one strand of
each duplex but to connect these nucleotides across adjacent
duplexes. The Fo 2 Fc maps drawn with the backbone atoms of
nucleotides A6 and C7 omitted showed these same connections
regardless of whether the structure was refined as two resolved
double helices or as a four-way junction (Fig. 3A). The structure
refined as a junction clearly shows the backbone trace between
the adjoining duplex (Fig. 3B).
This unusual tracing of the electron density across adjacent
duplexes was not an artifact of the crystal lattice or the close
approach of the phosphoribose backbone in two B-DNA
duplexes. The structure of the nearly identical sequence
d(CCGCTAGCGG) places two symmetry related B-DNA
duplexes very close to each other (with the phosphates between
duplexes approaching 6.2 Å) and in nearly the same orientation
as the duplexes of the junction (Fig. 4). The electron density
maps could be traced continuously through the backbone of this
double helix with no evidence for a junction (Fig. 3C). This is
further evidence that the sequence d(CCGGTACCGG) had
indeed crystallized as a Holliday junction.
The structure of d(CCGGTACCGG) is a junction formed by
the crossover of strands between homologous duplexes. In a
standard duplex, this would be an inverted repeat sequence. The
junction resulting from the assembly of the four identical DNA
strands has approximate 2-fold symmetry but with the dyad
sitting between A6 and C7 rather than bisecting the sequence.
Pairing the complementary nucleotides of the DNA strands A,
B, C, and D results in 6-bp A-B and C-D arms and 4-bp C-D and
D-A arms.
The A-B arm is coaxially stacked on the D-A arm and B-C
stacked on C-D to form the two continuous antiparallel duplexes
in the stacked-X form of the junction. The conformation re-
sembles an H with the two arms twisted 41.4° in a right-handed
sense (Fig. 2B). This angle is not as steep as the ;60° estimated
from solution studies and in DNA arrays (6–10) and is not a
consequence of the crystal lattice. The sequence d(C-
CGCTAGCGG)2 crystallizes in a similar lattice but the B-DNA
duplexes are related by a 44.1° angle.
The two double helices across the junction are nearly identical
to each other, with an rms deviation of 0.2 Å between atoms in
the duplexes (0.16 Å for backbone and 0.14 Å for base atoms).
Similarly, the twist, tilt, and roll angles between nucleotides are
nearly identical in the two duplexes. The two duplexes are also
indistinguishable from standard B-DNA, with the exception of
the crossovers at the junction. The stacking between base pairs
(Fig. 5) in and around the junction is nearly identical to those
observed previously in B-DNA. The stacking of the G3zC8 and
G4zC7 base pairs within the B-C and within the D-A arms are
nearly identical to RzY over RzY base pairs (R for purine and Y
for pyrimidine bases) in standard B-DNA (23). Furthermore, the
stacking between the G4zC7 (of the D-A and B-C arms) and
T5zA6 base pairs (of the A-B and C-D arms) across the gap of
the junction appears identical to previous RzY over YzR stacking
motifs. This theme is continued in the hydration of the DNA
bases. Each duplex of the structure has a network of waters in the
minor groove. Although not as extensive as the spine of waters
observed previously in B-DNA (this may be limited by the
resolution of the current structure), the networks are continuous
through the crossed-over strands. Thus, the stacked arms form
B-DNA duplexes with very little disruption in base pairing, base
stacking, and solvent interactions by the junction. The only
significant deviations from B-DNA are seen as the rotation of
the x-angles of the A8 nucleotides to place them in the high-anti
conformation and the nearly complete rotation in the b-dihedral
angles (P-O59-C59-C49) from an average 146.2° 6 17.0° (calcu-
lated from the B-type nucleotides of the current structure) to
2157.8° 6 3.2° of the C7 nucleotides. These perturbations extend
the phosphates linking the C7 and A8 nucleotides away from
their respective duplexes to form the crossover of the junction.
The junction itself is compact and relatively rigid. The temper-
ature factors (B-factors) of the trinucleotides A6-C7-C8 in strands
B and D that span the junction and the complementary G3 and G4
nucleotides are generally lower than the remainder of the DNA
(Fig. 5). If we accept that B-factors reflect the thermal disorder of
atoms in a crystal, the low B-factors of the nucleotides reflect a
relatively inflexible junction. This local rigidity can be attributed to
specific hydrogen bonds between the C8zG3 base pairs of the B-C
and D-A arms and the phosphates at the strands that cross over. The
N4 amino group of each C8 is directly hydrogen bonded to the O2P
oxygen of the phosphate linking nucleotides A6 and C7 of the
crossed-over strands. In addition, a water mediates the interaction
Fig. 4. Crystal packing of the d(CCGGTACCGG) Holliday junction (A) and
d(CCGCTAGCGG) B-DNA (B) structures in the a–c plane. Four strands in each
panel are colored in red, with symmetry related DNAs in blue. In A, four DNA
strands associate as a single Holliday junction in the asymmetric unit. A 2-fold
axis runs through the junction but is slightly shifted from the edge of the unit
cell. Because this is a noncrystallographic symmetry axis, the c-axis of the
d(CCGGTACCGG) unit cell is extended compared with that of d(C-
CGCTAGCGG). In B, the four red strands associate to form two B-DNA duplexes
related by true crystallographic 2-fold symmetry.
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between the O6 keto oxygen of G3 and the O1P phosphate oxygen
of adenine A6 (Fig. 5).
The compactness of the junction results in a close approach of
four phosphates (within 6.5 Å of each other) at the crossover and
thus a highly negative electrostatic potential that must be
compensated by counterions. A single well-ordered solvent
molecule (B-factor 5 18.6 Å2 vs. an average of 44.6 Å2 for other
added solvent) sits very close (,2.5 Å) to the oxygens of the two
A6 nucleotides spanning the junction (Fig. 5). This is closer than
standard hydrogen-bonding distances, suggesting that an Na1
ion is directly coordinated to the phosphate oxygens. Modeling
this as a Ca21 (the other possible cation) increased both Rcryst
and Rfree, whereas a Na1 had no effect on these values. It is well
accepted that Na1 ions are difficult to distinguish from waters at
this resolution (24); therefore, we relied on the short distances
to the phosphates to make this assignment. We would expect
additional ion interactions to help compensate for the phosphate
charges, and footprinting studies show that divalent cations such
as Mg21 specifically bind to junctions (9). The specificity of these
interactions revealed at the nucleotide level, however, may not
translate to the atomic level. This may explain why no additional
ions were located in the current or the previous (3) mismatched
junction structures. Clearly this does not depend on the types of
cations present in the crystal, because no well-defined cation
complexes could be definitively located at the crossover of the
mismatched junction (3), even though the sequence was crys-
tallized in the presence of Mg21 rather than Ca21 solutions.
Discussion
We have solved a structure in which four strands of the sequence
d(CCGGTACCGG) assemble to form a Holliday junction. This
junction is similar to that previously reported for d(CCGGGAC-
CGG) (3). Both junctions are in the stacked-X conformation,
where pairs of helical arms stack coaxially to form nearly
continuous criss-crossed duplexes. There are, however, signifi-
cant differences between the two structures. The current struc-
ture has all standard Watson–Crick base pairs, making it rep-
Fig. 5. Structure of the Holliday junction. (Left) Stereoview of the crossover at the junction formed by atoms of the G3zC8, G4zC7, and T5zA6 base pairs from
strands A (blue carbons), B (green carbons), C (red carbons), and D (yellow carbons). The stacked base pairs of the A-B and D-A arms on the lower half are shown
looking down the helix axis. The N4 nitrogens of nucleotides C8 in strands B and D are hydrogen bonded (dashed lines) to the oxygens of the phosphate linking
A6 to C7 at the junction crossover. Waters bridging the O6 keto oxygens of guanine G3 in the A and C stands to the 59-phosphates of A6 are shown as red spheres,
whereas the sodium ion that links the 59-phosphates of the two A6 nucleotides is indigo. (Right) Plot of the average B-factor (Å2) for each nucleotide along strand
A (blue), B (green), C (red), and D (yellow). B-factors that are below 30 Å2 are colored solid. The average B-factor for the DNA model is 32.2 Å2.
Table 2. Comparison of unique DNA decamer sequences with
d(CC)yd(GG) ends and standard nucleotide bases
Conformation Sequence* Space group Reference
Four-way junction CCGGTACCGG C2 This work
CCGGGACCGG C2 3
B-DNA duplex CCGCTAGCGG C2 This work
CCGGCGCCGG R3 25
CCAGGCCTGG C2 26
CCGCCGGCGG R3 27
CCAACGTTGG C2 28
CCACTAGTGG P3221 29
CCAAGATTGG C2 30
CCAAGCTTGG P6 31
CCATTAATGG P3221 32
*Nucleotides in the ACC core in the junctions and similar nucleotides in other
sequences are in boldface, whereas mismatched base pairs are underlined.
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resentative of the intermediate involved in homologous recom-
bination. Furthermore, the junction does not fall on a
crystallographic symmetry axis; therefore, each arm around the
junction is unique.
Comparing the sequences of similar decanucleotide crystals,
we see that an A6-C7-C8 trinucleotide is common to the
junction-forming sequences (Table 2). Changing any one of these
nucleotides results in a B-DNA duplex. Immediately preceding
A6 is either a guanine or thymine; however, because guanine G5
of d(CCGGGACCGG) is mispaired, this position can be any
nucleotide. The CCyGG dinucleotide at the 59 and 39 termini
are common to both the junction and B-DNA sequences,
whereas G3 and G4 complement the cytosines of the ACC
trinucleotide. This ACC trinucleotide forms the crossover of the
four-way junction. The hydrogen bonds from cytosine C8 to an
adjacent phosphate at the crossover and the water-mediated
hydrogen bonds from G3 to the phosphates of adenine A6 across
the junction play important roles in defining the geometry and
stability of the junction in both sequences. For example, these
well-defined interactions fix the orientation between the two
duplexes across the junction and thus account for the 41.4° twist
of these duplexes. We therefore define this ACC trinucleotide as
the core of the Holliday junction in these crystal systems.
In the structure of d(CCGGGACCGG), the mismatched
guanines form unusual hydrogen bonds to cytosines of the
flanking CzG base pairs (3), including cytosine C7 of the core
ACC trinucleotide. This interbase-pair hydrogen bonding results
in a local unwinding of the G4-G5 dinucleotide by 10°. In a
B-DNA duplex, GzA mismatches overwind the flanking base
pairs (31). We see no distortion to the B-DNA geometry at or
near the junction in the present structure. Therefore, the dis-
tortions in the d(CCGGGACCGG) structure result from the
tandem GzA mismatches and not the junction itself.
The geometry of nucleotides A6 and C7 of the core ACC
trinucleotide does not differ significantly from that of B-DNA
and, therefore, their role in stabilizing the junction is not entirely
clear. Previous biochemical studies on synthetic junctions sug-
gest that base stacking could account for the significance of this
AC step in the core. In junctions assembled from four unique
DNA strands, there are two different ways to stack four arms
into two duplexes. Minor perturbations to the base pairs at the
junction have dramatic effects on which arms become coaxially
stacked (6). For example, a junction defined by CzG, AzT, TzA,
and GzC base pairs, in this order, has the A-B arm stacked on the
B-C arm and C-D stacked over D-A. Inverting the CzG to a GzC
base pair at the junction results in a duplex with A-B stacked on
D-A and B-C on C-D. These effects, which have been quanti-
tated in symmetric sequences by Zhang and Seeman (33), have
been attributed to the unique base stacking across the junction.
The A6 and C7 nucleotides in the common ACC motif may play
a similar role. In addition, the specific hydrogen bonds from the
C8zG3 base pair of the ACC core to the phosphates at the
crossover help define which stacked isomer is favored in this
DNA sequence. Thus, we can start to correlate the sequence-
dependent structure with specific structural interactions in the
junction.
The structure of the Holliday junction described here and
previously (3) is the stacked-X conformation. It is remarkable
that both of these crystal structures are so similar to the models
previously proposed for junctions assembled with nonhomolo-
gous sequences (4). One would expect that a junction between
two truly homologous duplexes would migrate and, therefore,
would not specifically locate at one position. Migration of the
junction through the sequence d(CCGGGACCGG) would pre-
sumably be blocked by the two mismatched GzA base pairs.
However, in the current structure, we observe that the interac-
tions of the base pairs within the ACC core and with the
phosphates at the crossover define the overall conformation of
the junction. This includes the angle between the two stacked
duplexes and the coaxial stacking of arms in the duplexes within
the relatively rigid junction. Thus, this ACC core may help to
define a stable Holliday junction that prevents this migration
and, therefore, allows the structure to be crystallized.
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